**Design and Construction Note**

303.03

City Grey Footpaths

Reinstatement / Maintenance of Existing Service Pit Covers In City Grey Paving

Reviewed: 12/08/2019

---

**Note:**
- where existing alignment does not allow for the installation of paving up to pit as per 303.00 - In-situ concrete can only be used as shown above with Approval from a City of Perth Representative
- Any further information can be obtained from the Co-ordination & Design Unit at: cdu.inbox@cityofperth.wa.gov.au

---

**PLAN**

PPC Grey Mix from Hansen Quarries 25MPa. MIX NEEDS TO BE WASHED TO PRODUCE A WASHED AGGREGATE FINISH.

4 N10 90° CORNER BARS 300mm AS SHOWN.

**SECTION**

EXISTING LID COVER

EXISTING PAVING

EXISTING GROUND

EXISTING PIT

150mm WIDE 200 DEEP CONCRETE COLLAR WITH 4 N10 90° CORNER BARS 300mm. (MINIMUM STRENGTH 25MPa)